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Computer Organization and Architecture: Designing for Performance (International Edition)Prentice Hall, 2002
William Stallings' book provides comprehensive and completely up-to-date coverage of computer organization and architecture including memory, I/O, and parallel systems. The text covers leading-edge areas, including superscalar design, IA-64 design features, and parallel processor organization trends. It meets students' needs by addressing both the...
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Web Scraping with Python (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2015

	Successfully scrape data from any website with the power of Python


	About This Book

	
		A hands-on guide to web scraping with real-life problems and solutions
	
		Techniques to download and extract data from complex websites
	
		Create a number of different web scrapers to extract...
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Effective Use of Microsoft Enterprise Library: Building Blocks for Creating Enterprise Applications and ServicesAddison Wesley, 2006
Writing robust enterprise applications presents a special challenge for developers, but Microsoft has addressed that challenge with the free, downloadable Enterprise Library for the .NET Framework.

Enterprise Library is a collection of application blocks and guidance documents that together provide functionality common to enterprise...
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Configuring IPCop Firewalls: Closing Borders with Open SourcePackt Publishing, 2006
This book is an easy-to-read guide to using IPCop in a variety of different roles within the network. The book is written in a very friendly style that makes this complex topic easy and a joy to read. It first covers basic IPCop concepts, then moves to introduce basic IPCop configurations, before covering advanced uses of IPCop. This book is for...
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HTTP Essentials: Protocols for Secure, Scaleable Web SitesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Get inside HTTP and learn to build bulletproof Web sites
"This book is about what makes the Web tick. It explains the protocol that defines how Web browsers communicate with Web servers, the mechanisms that keep that communication secure from counterfeits and eavesdroppers, and the technologies that accelerate our Web experience."...
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Mac OS X, iPod, and iPhone Forensic Analysis DVD ToolkitSyngress Publishing, 2008
This book and companion DVD provide digital forensic investigators, security professionals, and law enforcement with all of the information, tools, and utilities required to conduct forensic investigations of computers running any variant of the Macintosh OS X operating system, as well as the almost ubiquitous iPod and iPhone. Digital forensic...
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Liferay Portal Performance Best PracticesPackt Publishing, 2013

	To maximize the performance of your Liferay Portals you need to acquire best practices. By the end of this tutorial you’ll understand making the most appropriate architectural decisions, fine-tuning, load testing, and much more.


	Overview

	
		Learn best practices for architecting high performing Liferay-...
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Agile Web Development with Rails 3.2 (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
		Rails just keeps on changing. Rails 3 and Ruby 1.9 bring hundreds of improvements, including new APIs and substantial performance enhancements. The fourth edition of this award-winning classic has been reorganized and refocused so it's more useful than ever before for developers new to Ruby and Rails.

		

		Rails...
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iPhone Forensics: Recovering Evidence, Personal Data, and Corporate AssetsO'Reilly, 2008
"This book is a must for anyone attempting to examine the iPhone. The level of forensic detail is excellent. If only all guides to forensics were written with this clarity!" -Andrew Sheldon, Director of Evidence Talks, computer forensics experts With iPhone use increasing in business networks, IT and security professionals face a serious...
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Optimizing Network Performance with Content Switching: Server, Firewall and Cache Load BalancingPrentice Hall, 2003
Enrich the user experience while keeping control of your network

Networking professionals: At last, comprehensive coverage of content switching technology is in your hands! Optimizing Network Performance with Content Switching: Server, Firewall, and Cache Load Balancing, by topic experts Matthew Syme and Philip Goldie,...
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Linux+ Certification BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
The only guide you need for Linux+ exam success… You're holding in your hands the most comprehensive and effective guide available for the CompTIA Linux+ exam. Trevor Kay delivers incisive, crystal-clear explanations of every Linux+ topic, highlighting exam-critical concepts and offering hands-on tips that can help you in your real-world...
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Windows Internals, Part 2: Covering Windows Server 2008 R2 and Windows 7Microsoft Press, 2012

	
	
		Windows Internals, Sixth Edition is intended for advanced computer professionals
	
		(both developers and system administrators) who want to understand how the
	
		core components of the Microsoft Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 R2 operating
	
		systems work internally. With this knowledge, developers can better comprehend...
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